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The Image of Fairfield

Women's
soccer moves
on to the
NCAA

New neighbors are on the way
By Chris Romano
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Richard and Lois Schlegel are
hoping to move into their new house in
the University Park housing development,
located just north of the Fairfield University townhouses, sometime this winter.
They have no concerns about rowdy student behavior.
"We are looking forward to taking full advantage of the benefits of living so close to Fairfield University," said
Richard Schlegel. He also is excited
about attending University athletic competitions and events held at the Quick
Center.
As the University Park housing
development nears its completion, University officials say they want to minimize any possible clash between Fairfield
University students and town residents.
There are 38 houses that are currently
being built in the development that borders the townhouses and the Dolan Campus.
Doug Whiting, director of public relations said he, "hopes that the development will not be a source of conflict, but foresees some inherent tensions
as a result of student lifestyles." He said
that the University would have to wait and
see how the development progresses be-

fore there would be any consideration
to constructing a barrier in between the
development and campus.
Director of security, Todd
Pelazza, said that he is "amazed at the

The University purchased the
land from the Sisters of Notre Dame de
Namur, officials said. The 13 acres turned
out to be roughly half of that purchase.
At the time of the purchase there were
no plans
to utilize
the land,
but interest on the
mortgage
was high.
Even in
1991 it
was an issue that
t h e
houses
would be
built too
close to
the University,
photo: Nick Ouimet
but the
The houses in the University Park development have a starting price of
decision
around $500,000.
was made
that paying off the mortgage on the land
proximity" of the houses to campus.
would be too costly.
Pelazza predicted that noise complaints
"The location of the housing dewould be the biggest issue. He also said
velopment
could create problems with
that time will tell if the housing develnoise
levels
in the evening," said one
opment will cause problems.
townhouse
resident,
Mike Damanti '00.
The administration decided to
Lou
Delmonico,
a representative
subdivide 13 acres of land in 1991 .Whitfrom
Century
21,
which
is selling the
ing said. That land has now been develcontinued on pg. 3
oped into the University Park housing
development.

Congratulations to the women^s
soccer team, which defeated Loyola in
the MAAC Championship to advance
to the NCAA tournament for the
second year in a row. Seepage 16for
details.

Piagentini sets the date
Mandatory meeting for student beach residents will be next Monday
By Dana Ambrosini
NEWS EDITOR

FUSA President Michael
Piagentini has set the date for the mandatory meeting of student beach residents
with a lawyer and a police officer.
The meeting will take place at
6:15 p.m. in the Oak Room of the Barone
Campus Center. Although only students

living at the beach are obligated to attend, all students are welcome.
"This meeting will address the
concerns of the student beach residents
in regards to violations of their rights,"
said Piagentini. "For example, their
rights to privacy and to private property."
Piagentini declined to supply
the names of the lawyer or police officer,
but has confirmed the appointment with
both of them.
Although many students feel

that the beach scene has quieted considerably, a meeting of year-round residents
last Wednesday would indicate otherwise.
The Connecticut Post reported that once
again town residents met for 90 minutes
to "skewer" the university.
Residents blamed the University
for enrolling more students than it has a
capacity to house and consequently forcing town residents to live with them at
the beach.
While University officials re-

portedly declined the invitation to be
present at that meeting, students were informed by the Fairfield Beach Resident
Association that they were not welcome.
The FBRA did extend apologies
to landlord George Ganim last week, preempting any legal action on his part against
the organization.
Monday night's meeting with a
lawyer is not for the purpose of taking any
legal actions, but to respond to student
questions and concerns about their rights
and responsibilities at the beach.
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Campus Beat
Brian Williams
Asst. News Editor
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November 2
1:32 a.m.-An exit sign in Loyola was smashed.
5:36 p.m.-A computer chip was stolen from a unit in the School of Nursing computer lab. This incident is under investigation.
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November 3
2:19 p.m.- A threatening voice mail was received in Bannow Security is
investigating as to its origin.
November 4
4:45 a.m.- Security noticed a whiteToyota suspiciously stopped near Jogues
gate. When security approached, the car fled.

...to Beth's 20th... to a valiant effort
by men's soccer... to Slocum's
cobwebs... to downunder... to King...
November 5
to Mara, my hero... to the Swim
3:38 a.m.- Security stopped a vehicle for reckless operation at the checkTeam... to the foxy chick in the red
point.
beetle... to NEACURH... to Mary
and Sarah: the two hottest women
10:38 p.m.- Marijuana was found in the possession of a non-student. He
on staff... to Norway... To Trinity
was issued a CTW, (criminal trespass warrant), and escorted off campus.
frats... to Shakedown... moe. and
11:27 p.m.- The smell of gas was reported outside the Barone Campus
dbb... to our Student-Beach... to
center. Maintenance was notified and the problem was corrected.
Jack and Coke... to KT's 21st... to
Ivan: Happy Birthday... to not
November 6
paying for any drinks at the
1:20 a.m.- A fire lane sign and its pole were ripped out of the ground outGrape... to the suspicious boy at
side the Campion Hall loading dock.
73... to Schmeg-heads... to the
spackler... to CHOMPS/the strainer
6:43 a.m.- Blue opray paint was discovered on the walls of Xavier and
and her boyfriend... to "Vodka"
Berchmanns Halls. An investigation is underway.
being nasty... to Debra... to the
house drink... to the cute security
guard... to make shift Jello shots...
to the dying tree... to KT's first AC
trip... to the diehard at 73... to AL...
to Little Miss Naughty... to Little
A memorial service for Matthew Sheppard will be held on
Miss Trouble... to Good, the Bad &
Sunday, Nov. 15 at the Unitarian Church in Westport at
the Naughty... to 151: the best dance
parties on campus... to Varnett and
Lemka for being in denial about
On Friday, November 6, several members of the Fairfield and
watching the entire Road Rules
Quinnipiac Varsity hockey teams were taken to the hospital due to cartx ii marathon and one with the couch...
monoxide gas emitting from the Zamboni machine at the Wonderland o
to Lemka and Nancy: good luck at
Ice in Bridgeport.
the Rolodex, Love S+D... to looking
backward... to strangers in the
night... to scissors... to old school
photos... to women's soccer., to
Karen seriously despising John... to
a new zoom lens... to #23 on the
hockey team... to having a wonderful evening with your boyfriend and
your entire family... to fresh
DO YOU WANT TO WORK IN A FUN AND
mozerella and ham... to almost
DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT?
Thanksgiving... to people loning you
Leading Executive Search Firm, specializing in Finance and
a lot of money and helping you out...
Accounting for Fortune 50 firms, seeks a part time employee
to wanting to go to the movies... to
to assist in the areas of research, special projects as well as to aid in
"Meet Joe Black" on Friday... to Fr.
specific project teams, supporting companies most strategic agendas.
Reagan... to sweet tarts... to ice
This individual will have the opportunity to gain corporate
cream sundaes... to pot belly pigs...
mentorship, have direct impact with clients and gain the skills to
to cuddling... to getting accepted...
succeed in a fast paced, growing business. If you have strong
to racquet ball... to Alexis being able
interpersonal skills, an energetic disposition and a self-driven
to tell if you're a loser or not... to
the new Fairfield Men's Hockey
attitude, we would like to speak with you about our open position in
League... to Alex being a thief... to
Stamford, CT. Hours and compensation negotiable.
snots...
to llamas... to men in tights...
CALL LISA AT RESOURCE MANAGEMENT GROUP
to
the
girl
in Bannow... to Rick... to
(203) 961-7000
Harp... to that night... to the guy at
the diner... to very special
CHILDCARE
schmuffins... to the Hartford
Mon, Tues, and Thurs, 2:45-5:45pm in Weston for two children.,
Wolfpack and Owen and Pat's
ages 7 & 10. English Speaking. Must have car.
VIPness... to Long Trail Ale... to
Call (203) 544-9046.
Zack... to free drinks... to free tix...
to the Party Barn... to the Bistro...
Part Time help wanted in contemporary women's clothing store.
to angels... to winning...
Must be friendly and enthusiastic. Please apply at TOGS,
66 Elm St. New Canan, CT.

Announcements

Classifieds

1985 Volkswagon Rabbit Convertible, Red with Black top
(brand new top) New breaks, exhaust, battery and tires, Pioneer
removable-face cassette stereo. $2000
W: (203) 373-2125/H: (203) 254-3638

...to Kondo's reverse commute... to
the no shows by tuck-ins... to oil
paints and art papers... to upset
girlfriends for no apparent reason...
to losing a beach house... to snotty
men... to Dihan... to general stupidity... to inclement weather... to
broken cars in garages...to law
school applications... to getting a
ticket for not wearing your seat belt
when you are late for a wedding... to
having an open bar and not being
able drink... to people who want to
do something and then back out... to
hour visits at the bank... to not
being able to go to Washington
D.C... to the Girls Dup- We don't
forget... to I'm not having any fun...
to the Pukemiester... to the broken
heater... to "do you want a turkey
sandwich... to futon couch sex... to
those on power trips... to Amex... to
not being carded... to the collapsing
floor... to boyfriends who don't care
about you anymore... to not being
able to go away second semester... to
not having an internship yet... to
men... to men who flirt with other
girls in front of their girlfriends... to
Fairfield guys... to self centered,
pathetic people... to being sick from
candy... to having far too much
work in too short a time... to being
harassed on the train... to guys who
let good things get away... to
babysitting six brats... to falling
asleep in class... to Chester's dead...
to too many Twizzlers and
Starburst... to having a stomach
ache... to your friends annoying
you... to missing your family... to not
being in love anymore and to him
feeling the same... to "what's his
name"... to not being able to pronounce names... to being so confused about everything... to having a
lot of responsibilties... to getting
back together with bad boys... to
doing the talk thing... to philosophy
test tomorrow that I didn't study
for yet... to relationships that never
end... to financial aid office... to
Andersen Consulting... to complaining... to group projects... to commuting... to T. Turk Leebarett... to no
ideas for articles... to world domination... to Mary... to having a paper
to type... to Brian... to being sick...
to tape theives.. to one nugget... to
hitting a dry spell... to evaluations...
to FUSA... to where's the love...

Write for the Mirror.
All Submissions welcome in the
Gonzaga office before 6pm on Sundays.
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University and students making positive
strides at the beach
Annual mass brings religion to the beach
By Tom Giove
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A brisk wind came off the ocean
waves of Fairfield beach and onto the
boardwalk in front of the house called the
Sandbar. There were about 50 people gathered there, but it wasn't a party, it was Sunday mass.
The mass began at 3 p.m. in front
of the Sandbar, with Rev. Paul Carrier, S.J.
presiding. Behind the makeshift altar, consisting of a white, plastic table and multicolored tablecloth, there was a partly
cloudy autumn sky, and boats slowly passing by in the distance. This was an attempt to bring mass "on the road," as Carrier put it.
Even thought the mass was
geared toward students, flyers were given
to the president of the Fairfield BeachAssociation to distribute among permanent

"I think it shows
what we're about - a
community - making
a whole," said Rev.
Paul Carrier, S.J.
beach residents. "I think it shows what
we're about - a community - making a
whole. It's not to exclude people of
make them feel unwelcome," said Carrier.
Carrier was happy with the
turnout of the mass, remembering that
three years ago, when they last brought
a mass to the beach, the turnout was less.
He feels that it is important to bring the
mass to a place where so many students
call home.
Kathy Wynne '99, was happy
with the turnout as well, but was upset
that more town residents did not show
up. 'They always seem to show up at
Clam Jam or Alumni Weekend, but when

we do something like this, there are no
towns people around," said Wynne.
Wynne also feels that the mass
shows a side of Fairfield University
many permanent residents ignore. "I
think it will foster relations between the
town and the school. The towns people
seem to think all we do is get kegs and
drink. This is obviously having nothing
to do with that, and they should see there
is another side to the school life," said
Wynne.
Kim Soen, president of the Student Beach Residents Association, was
also pleased by the event, but she wished
more students showed up. "I think the
big reasons for the low student turnout
were the facts that the soccer team is in
their final game of the MA AC and the
field hockey team is in their final game
of the MAAC and I think a lot "of the
students are showing their support
there," said Soen.
She also feels that the mass is
extremely beneficial to students living
at the beach. "I think it's a positive effect because, first of all, it's a mass right
in their backyard. A lot of [beach] students want to go to mass but can't find
the time to get to school or can't make
time with all their studying but if it's
right in their backyard, it makes it really
easy," said Soen.
Jamie Dunbar '99 was a lector
at the mass and is also a student living at
the beach. He believes that the mass is
an important tool for bringing the community together. "It's a great thing, the
way it reaches out and reflects on other
aspects of community life. They are
showing that they recognize the
Townhouses and the beach. They also
had one in the quad to try to pull everyone out of the dorms and share together
in this surrounding university that we
share," he said.
Dunbar also wished more permanent residents showed up. He
stressed the importance of living at the
beach as a community. "We're more
than students that just have beach houses,
we're a community that lives down here,
and it's nice to share as a community
too," said Dunbar.

Can co-existence occur without
a barrier?

photo: Nick Ouimet

Although construction is not complete, 20
out of 38 of the homes have already been
sold.

houses, said she sees no problem in the
proximity of the houses to the university.
She said that she has heard no concerns
from potential buyers and doubted that it
was an issue since the houses are selling
very fast.
Houses in the development have
a starting price around $500,000. As of
late October, "20 of the 38 houses have
sold and seven more are on reserve,"
Delmonico said.
"People should have an idea to
what they are buying into," said Whiting.
Accessibility to the University and campus events should be a positive element of
living in the new development. He believes that a mutual respect from the students and town residents will help lead to
a peaceful coexistence.

Efforts to ease beach tensions continue
By Eileen Murray
STAFF WRITER

Year round beach residents keep
complaining about excessive drinking, loud
noise and vandalization, yet Fairfield student leaders say that the students are not
getting credit for the positive changes being made.
"Fairfield students are not being
recognized by the local residents for the
progress that we are trying to make," said
Kim Soen, the president of the Student
Beach Residents Association. She added,

plaining are making a lot of money off
the college kids."
During the prime summer
months, the beach attracts many people
or more and seems, to not get as much
press from the media. "There is even
more activity in the summer but it is just
a different crowd," said Levine. He
added, "It is more of a regular beach community with all of the families and their
kids that know each other. The cops leave
it alone."
Residents complain of students
partying until all hours of the night and
getting loud and rowdy. They are also
speaking out against students' drinking

"Some of the cops are so concerned
with producing that they feel they
have to give tickets to the students
for anything," said Steven Levine,
owner of the SeaGrape.
"No steps like this have ever been made
in the past to help monitor the students
at the beach. It just seems like they don't
want to open the lines of communications
to hear the students' efforts."
New this year is the student
beach patrol that accompanies a Fairfield
police officer around Lantern Point from
10 p.m. to 2 a.m. to help warn students
of the noise level before an actual complaint occurs.
In addition, earlier this semester a letter was distributed to the students
emphasizing the fact that underclassmen
should not be coming to the beach at night
for parties.
"The main problem
are the students coming from campus.
They are the ones who end up getting
kicked out of parties and wandering the
street looking for rides and making
noise," said Soen.
Yet, due to pressures from the
residents, Fairfield Police have recorded
310 incidents and 146 arrests of Fairfield
students at the beach from mid-September to late-October, according to the Connecticut Post.
"If you check back to all the articles within the last twenty or thirty
years, it is the same people making the
same complaints," said Steven Levine,
the owner of the local bar the Sea Grape.
He added, "It's like being of a different
nationality, the students are there, they
just stick out even if they are not necessarily doing anything wrong."
With the close proximity of the
houses and the limited parking, the beach
is a natural hub of activity each night.
Over the years, there used to be a mix of
students from Bridgeport and Sacred
Heart universities. However, in the last
ten years, FU students have claimed most
of the territory.
"I have been in this town my
whole life. For sixty years it has been a
typical beach area-people close together,
a lot of activity," said Levine. He added,
"some of the same residents that are com-

and driving, vomiting and defecating all
over the lawns.
Due to all of the complaints and
action the Fairfield Police have been in
greater numbers at the beach. "They need
to have a cop or two on foot to just walk
around and get to know the kids, but not
tons of them so it looks bad," said Levine.
"There are some really good
cops who have been down Fairfield
Beach all of their lives. They know how
it is and they can handle the situation,"
said Levine. He added, "some of the cops
are so concerned with producing that they
feel they have to give tickets to the students for anything."
Some students feel that they are
being penalized for things they themselves are not doing. "It is unfair that all
the students who live at the beach are targeted by residents and police when there
is really only a select group causing all
the problems," said junior beach resident,
Mackenzie Bruno. She added, "It is not
fair to the ones who are trying to do the
right thing."
With the help of SBRA,
Fairfield students have been participating in numerous community service activities throughout the year. One of which
as trick-or-treating with the kids from the
Cardinal Sheehan Center, an afterschool
program for inner-city kids in Bridgeport.
"Most of the houses on Latern
Point participated and we had tons of FU
students who volunteered," said Soen.
She added, "we passes out candy to them,
ate pizza and played games with them for
at least two hours after that. The kids really appreciated it because they don't
even have a patch of grass to play on in
the city."
Michael O'Rourke, a homeowner on Latern Point is sympathetic toward the students in some ways. "I think
it is unfair the way the students are being
persecuted," said O'Rourke. He added,
"the local residents have their rights and
the students have theirs. I just think that
they are going about it the wrong way."
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Students angered by unjust library fines
By Tom Giove
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Karen Myles '00, had four library books due on May 2nd last semester which she claims she returned one day
early. However, her apparent promptness
was to no avail.
Myles said she went home for
the summer and forgot about the books.
In late June she was reminded, when a
notice from the library arrived at her
house stating that three of the four books
were never returned and she would be
charged for them if they were not returned.
Myles called the library and explained everything to them, and was reassured that they would check for the
books and call her back. Instead of a
phone call, she received another bill, for
$ 150. "This scenario repeated four times
every two weeks," said Myles.
This problem seems all toO familiar to some FU students. Books are
returned and then bills are sent to the student that must be paid before graduation.
"Many people I talked to told me they
would rather just pay the money, because
you can't graduate without paying.
People just don't want to put up with it,"
Myles said.

Among the students who have had
similar experience is Laura Keating '99.
She stated that she returned four books to
the book-drop, and received a bill for $200.
When she called the library, she claims a
student worker informed her that "they
sometimes get too many books and don't
check them all in." Keating still receives
notices for one of the books.
James Estrada, director of the
Nyselius Library and Campus Computing,
said Myles' allegations were plausible, but
such incidents probably did not happen often. They admitted that they were very dependent on student help, and that students
were sometimes distracted by issues in their
lives.
When a book is turned back in, it
must be scanned into the computer, the
same way a cashier scans food items in a
checkout line. Estrada speculated that an
inattentive student might have failed to hear
the confirmation "beep."
He also said that the book has to
be re-sensitized to the alarms, and replaced
on the shelf. The chances that none of these
processes occurred are very low, according to Estrada.
Nilda Almonte '00, has been employed at the library since her freshman
year. Some sections of the library are used
more than others, she said, and as a result,
these heavily used areas tend to be disorganized. These include the Nursing and

Sodexho takes over food for the Levee
By Bill Dunn
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Last year, Fairfield students complained that the Levee's prices were too
high. This year the prices are reduced, but
some students are still complaining because
the food isn't what they would like to be
eating.
"I love the Guinness, but I hate
the food... because it's the same stuff as the
Campus Center's," said Richard Petrowski,
a senior.
The Levee is trying to balance the
need for higher quality food and the desire
to avoid losing money.
"The Levee does not make money
at all," said Larry Orr, the senior director
of food services. "The people of the operation at the Levee last year lost $15,000.
This is why there was a down-grade of the
'upscale dining."'
Originally the Levee was run by
students, but this year it is handled mostly
by Sodexho Marriot Services, and they are
hoping that the ".99 cent menu... the $ 1.99,
$2.99" approach will be effective.
"Ballpark is our hot dog,Tyson is
our chicken. Healthy Choice is our deli
meat," Orr said. "Most of what we get is
brand name foods."
Another factor that determines the
selection of food is the amount of money
that a school has.
"If you go to an MIT or a Boston
University, you're going to see a much better developed program than you see at
Fairfield," said Orr. "If you go to a Southern Connecticut, and East Conn., or aWest
Conn., you're going to see a program that's
not really developed or not really as sophisticated as the one at Fairfield."
Sodexho Marriot is the name of
the corporation that provides the daily
meals both at the Levee and the Campus
Center. Six months ago, the original
Sodexho North America corporation that

provided food on-campus merged with
Marriot Management Services. According to their website, they are now "the
world's leading contract food services
provider."
Over 350 schools in the United
States use this corporation as their food
supplier, but the food actually comes from
a company called SYSCO, which is a
food distributor.
Some students seem to dislike
the food at the Levee this year.
"It's horrible. I went there once,
and I haven't gone back," said Dan Taylor, a sophomore.
Although some students are not
happy with the taste of the food at the
Levee this year, other students would argue that the selection is fine. "I think it's
much better. There's much more of a
variety," said sophomore Jennifer
Sturges.

Art sections, to name the most common.
Myles stated that after she refused to pay the bill she noticed a little
surprise added to her tuition. At that point
she felt she was being forced to pay the
fine, even though she knew the books
were in the library. The price added onto
the tuition was 50 dollars less though;
meaning the library personnel must have
located one of the books.
Myles final strategy was to call
the University bursar. She was informed
that her situation is very common and that
the only way she could really convince
them that she returned the books was to
find them herself.
All the books were eventually
found, but Myles now questions the credibility of the library, their organizational
skills and the sometimes lax approach to
re-shelving the books by some of the employees.
When she attempted to contact
the director of the library, she was told
that he had "more pressing issues to attend to," and that she could lodge her
complaint with someone else.
Estrada, Almonte, and Joan
Overfield, associate university librarian,
all gave one common excuse: during finals, the library receives thousands of
books at once and they need to get on
the shelf as quickly as possible and mistakes happen in the haste. Also, Almonte

pointed out that there are not many student helpers in the summer. It should be
no surprise that Myles' problem began
during finals and lasted through the summer.
Estrada stressed the primary
goal of the library in these matters is to
get the books back. He believes the system "is an effective way to get books back
on the shelf."
Students returning books can
avoid the fiasco that Myles' endured by
returning the books in person and waiting to make sure that the "confirmation
beep" sounds when the books are checked
in.
Overfield also suggested that
students finished using books return them
immediately as opposed to holding onto
them until the busiest times of the year,
the ends of the semesters.
The price of replacing a book
can be extremely high compared to the
book's actual worth. Some books are out
of print and are virtually impossible (and
very costly) to replace.
The library is willing to accept
books that students purchase in local
bookstores to replace lost books. This
can save students tremendous amounts of
money and helps the library get the books
it needs.

Elevators eliminated in the dorms
By Glenn Coffin
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
It is a Friday afternoon, and you
are through with classes for the week.
You decide to treat yourself to a little bit
of food shopping. You hit Stop and Shop
and come back to campus with five very
heavy plastic bags filled to the top.
Then you remember something. You live on Regis 4, which is actually five flights up. Too bad the elevator does not work.
Elevators in all residence halls
were shut down last year, "because of
four instances of considerable damage
to dorm elevators," said Fran Koerting,
dean of residence life. According to
Koerting, the cost of repair on an elevator can by as much as $9000.
Elevators were subjected to all
sorts of malicious damage last yean One

CUSTOMER SERVICE - PART TIME/FULL TIME
We are a dynamic start-up company
customer service for internet, software
companies. Besides a fast-paced
environment, we have lots of fun

providing the best
and direct marketing
entrepreneurial
at what we do.

Flexible (but regular) hours available days, nights, and
weekends. We are located just north of the Merritt Parkway
in Westport. To apply, please contact:
Katie Tyler
TFS Limited
25 Ford Rd.
Westport, CT 06880
Fax: 203-454-8827
Ph: 203-454-9552

student melted the control panel of the
elevator in Regis Hall with a cigarette
lighter. Another elevator on campus had
beer poured into the controls.
The school may have the students best interests in mind with the shutting down of the elevators, because of the
cost issue, and also because they are
needed for custodial and official use.
"They weren't really made for student
use. They get trashed a lot, and it's a significant cost to repair them," said Steve
Dailey, residence hall coordinator for
Campion Hall.
This precaution proves to be a
problem with family members of students. "My grandfather came to visit
me yesterday and he has a cane. He
couldn't come up and see my room
because the elevators were turned off,"
said Charlie Alt, a sophomore living
on Campion 3.
Others have a less personal
opinion of the shutdown of the elevators. "It seems so unnecessary, it's
such a waste of resources," said Becky
Bergden, a junior and resident assistant in Jogues. "Students haven't even
had a chance to prove that they can
handle the privilege of having an elevator."
In fact, the only students allowed to sue the elevators on a regular basis are either handicapped or injured. These students must have a key
and that can only be obtained with a
25-dollar deposit.
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Wew dangers enter the party scene
found with the possession of a controlled
substance with the intent to give it to
someone to facilitate a violent crime including rape.
Roofies cause a person to feel
"I went to the party and I remem- sleepy, relaxed and drunk. When roofies
ber only having one or two drinks.The next is slipped into an alcoholic beverage, it
morning I woke up in a strange bed next to takes about ten minutes for the victim to
a guy that I had never seen before. My feel the effects, which are multiplied in
clothes were crumpled on the floor and I solution with alcohol. Effects include dizhad the biggest headache. I panicked and ziness, disorientation, nausea, and a sense
tried to remember how I had gotten myself of fearlessness and aggression. Roofies
into this situation. No matter how hard I also cause difficulty in motor movements
tried, I couldn't remember anything from the and speaking and cause blackouts with
night before."
i
the possibility of complete memory loss.
This is the frightening story given The high created by roofies can last for
by someone who has experienced the "date two to eight hours. This leaves plenty of
rape" drug of the 90's, known as roofies. time for a victim to be taken advantage
Roofies, or Rohypnol, is a sedative that is of and led into dangerous situations inten times more powerful than Valium and is cluding sexual assault. Victims become
medically used to treat insomnia or given frustrated and depressed because they ofas a surgical anesthetic. However, across col- ten cannot remember anything from the
lege campuses and bars nationwide, it is previous night. Women have become parbeing used in many date and acquaintance ticular targets and are often subjected to
rapes.
sexual assault and rape while under the
The clinical name for roofies is influence of roofies.
Flunitrazepam. Various street names include
To avoid becoming a victim of
roach, forget pill, rope, ruffles, R2, la roche, roofies, never leave your drink unatand rib. It is a white or pink tablet with no tended and never accept a drink from
taste or odor, which easily dissolves in liq- someone you don't know or trust. Use the
uid. The drug is imported from Mexico and buddy system and never leave a part withEurope and costs one to five dollars a dose. out your friends to avoid being left alone
Roofies cannot be legally manufactured or and at risk for an unwanted encounter If
sold in the United States. Yet, due to the in- you believe that you have been victimcrease in popularity of roofies in the United ized by roofies, seek medical attention
States, President Clinton signed the Drug immediately. Roofies can be detected in
Induced Rape Prevention and Punishment a victim's urine for up to three days. A
Act of 1996. This law was passed to increase night under the influence of roofies mixed
penalties for possession and distribution of with alcohol can change your life forever
roofies with a punishment of up to 20 years Taking all precautions necessary can dein prison and a $250,000 fine for anyone crease your chances of becoming a victim.
By Cori Martindale
ASSISTANT CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR

Rohypnol
"roofies"
Signs to look for:
- feel more intoxicated, drowsy
- memory impairment, confusion
- visual disturbances, dizziness
- irritability, numbness
* If you experience any of these
symptoms go fpr medical care
immediately!!
:*. For more information contact:

The Rape Treatment Center at
(310)319-4000

It's time to create new perceptions
Headrick began his presentation
by asking students to comment on his
By Megan Loiaconi
controversial posters that advertised the
STAFF WRITER
program. One of the posters that seemed
to stir up emotions reads,
can
Ending rape on college campuses "MEN
is a process that must incorporate both men stop RAPE."
and women in order to dissolve the rape cul- Headrick explains that the
ture environment that already exists.
This is the main point that Troy main point to
Headrick stressed as he presented his "Men take from this
Ending Rape" program, entitled "She Fears poster is that
You" at the NEACURH conference on Sat- the concept of
urday, November 7, 1998. The NEACURH men stopping
conference invited over three hundred stu- rape is always
afterdents from colleges around the country to an
thought.
teach about program development in the
"We
residence halls.
Before the presentation began, are always
Headrick explained that this program fo- telling women
cuses on the issue of men raping women on how to respond to an environment that
campus. He explained that he is aware of already exists," said Headrick. He exother ways that rape can occur, but chooses plained that since men are generally the
for his program and the information he pre- ones creating the culture, they should be
sents to be relevant to situations of men rap- the ones working to stop it.
"No means No isn't working,
ing women.

we have to start to take a new approach," said
Headrick. "When a woman says 'No,' and the
man pushes, he is treating her as an object,
which makes it very easy for him to detach himself emotionally from her."
Headrick
commented
on the degree
to which the
media portrays women
as objects,
and how those
attitudes carry
onto college
campuses.
"If he can
see her as an
object now, it
will make it
easy to justify later on why he treats her like
an object," said Headrick, as he explained the
warped perception of reality that some college
males have.
Headrick also focused on the concept
that perception is reality. He explained the per-

"'No means No'
isn't working, we
have to start to take
a new approach."
— Troy Headrick

ceptions and stereotypes that exist in society might not be true in all cases, but are
true enough to create an environment where
women do not feel safe.
"I have lost the freedom to walk
around campus and be perceived for who I
am, " said Headrick as he illustrated that
our environment causes women to feel unsafe, and therefore causes them to fear men
in certain situations.
"If we can get rid of rape, we can
no longer be feared as rapists, because it
won't exist," stated Headrick as he explained that men need to help to be part of
the solution of ending rape.
Headrick concluded with the idea
that "we need to start creating new perceptions for new realities."
Headrick will be presenting "She
Fears You" on Tuesday, November
17,1998. His program will be part of Sexual
Assault Prevention Week, and will be held
at 7:00p.m. in the Oak Room.
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Buckle your seat belts kids, registration is here again
same time.
Whatever shall you do? Your adBy Amy C. Liss
visor
is
there
to help, or is he? Many stuCONTRIBUTING WRITER
dents complain that tracking their advisor
down is a project in itself. Additionally, students are concerned that while your advisor
You sigh. You shift your weight may not know you personally, he is still exonto your left foot. You gawk yet again at pected to understand your academic needs
your horrendous lottery number You wait. and assist you in formulating a semester of
classes that will help prepare you for your
And wait. And wait.
This scenario may sound very fa- future.
Upon completing this task, he
miliar to you, as once each semester, you
are required to participate in the three week leaves you with your signed registration
sheet, crisp, clean and full of new courses.
process called registration.
"I have been at Fairfield for,three "My old advisor didn't know who I was,
years, and each semester I find more com- and I never had him as a teacher," said Cate
plications. You would think that once I Stabile, '00.
The registration sheet does not stay
would get a good number. The process is
clean
for
long, because it is now major and
poorly explained when we are new students,
minor
class
registration time! You can fall
and as old students, we might know the prointo
a
variety
of groups here. If you are part
cess, but we still can't figure it out!" said
of
large
departments
such as biology or busiDan Pereira '00.
ness,
registration
is
conducted by lottery
It all begins when you race to the
number.
If
you
major
in one of the liberal
second floor of Canisius to check your longarts,
you
compete
against
fellow students
awaited lottery number. After agonizing
over this for a few days, you return to pick by camping outside the registrar's office
up your shocking pink course booklet. You hours before it even opens.
If you are a double major in the
flip through the pages and notice that all of
the courses you want to take meet at the liberal arts, you must wait twice, once for

each major. Colette Collins.'OO, who majors in Psychology and English said, "It's
bad enough standing on the line for the first
time. By the time the second time comes
around, it's really annoying."
So, now you are tired and cranky
from all this waiting. That's fair enough, but
hopefully, you saved some energy to register for your core classes. You become mesmerized by the black screens all over campus showing your religions, natural sciences,
and fine arts float by, filled to capacity before you even make it to the next waiting
vigil.
"How the hell do classes fill up so
fast, even the core classes that you're supposed to take?" said Kerry Mills '01.
You stand among the others in your
particular time bracket, reworking and
crossing out all over your precious registration form, searching for replacement classes.
Every time you make an adjustment, it
seems that it conflicts with another important class.
When you pass through the entrance doors and actually make it to the
computer, you may be desperate enough to
use the eenie, meenie, minee, mo approach.
Your motto is reduced to, "I'll take what-

ever is open!"
Louie Solla, '00, commented,
"Why not join the 20th century and find an
easier way to register, on the computer or
over the phone?"
Until that happens, you exit the
registrar's office, schedule in hand. You may
be stuck with a dreaded 7:45 a.m. class or a
murderously difficult professor, but you can
still revel in the fact that it is oven Until
next semester...

Junior Summer Internship
Resume Book
Attention All Juniors
The Career Planning Center located in Dolan Hall is now accepting
resumes of juniors for the publication of your Junior Summer
Internship Resume Book. This book is mailed to over 150
organizations who actively recruit on-campus along with those
industries who do not traditionally recruit on- campus but rather
fill positions on an as needed basis.
We want you to be included in this book!!! We are still accepting
first draft resumes through November 19. Stop by the CPC to pick
up a sample of the resume format then submit youHSrst draft. We
will be working with you to help tine tune your resume for the book.
Any questions just call us at 4081.

Campus Life
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Changing the world one step at a time
By Amy C. Liss
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Wiping a drop of sweat from her brow, Jennifer
Mazzo continues digging. She is exhausted, and her back
hurts from working since 6 a.m. She stops for a moment to
watch the others around her doing the same
job.
It frustrates the Fairfield junior not
to see any immediate results. After spendU
ing long, difficult days in the sweltering Ecuador heat, only a portion of the foundation
is completed. However, she perseveres, and
hopes that soon she will see progress.
Mazzo, who worked as a mission
volunteer in Ecuador last May, said "This trip
was the most rewarding experience of my life.
I received so much, much more than I could
ever have thought to give. The people there
were so wonderful, really inspirational, and
inspired me to increase my spirituality because
theirs was so high.
"All the children were so cute and
loving; they didn't want us to leave. I grew so
much out of these experiences, and learned
more than I could ever learn in a class, such as
Abnormal Psych. This is real life," Mazzo
added.
Mazzo is one of about 250 Fairfield students who
over the last decade who has traveled around the world to
do community service. This May will mark Fairfield
University's tenth anniversary Mission Volunteer trip to
three third world countries. Open to sophomores and juniors, the mission volunteers spend two weeks serving the
poor and destitute living among them.
Sponsored by the Campus Ministry Department,
the main goal of this program is to teach the volunteers

what it truly means to be poor and how to give totally of by providing food, a place to sleep and medical care.
oneself. Chaplain Paul Carrier describes the goals of the
Becoming a mission volunteer requires a two seprogram to prospective volunteers through informational mesters of personal effort and commitment prior to the
packets with the saying, "In all things to love and serve." mission. Applicants must fill out an application and be inThis year the students will be traveling to Haiti, terviewed by both a chaperone of the trip and a past volunEcuador and Mexico. In Haiti, the volunteers will live and teer. Over one hundred applicants vie for thirty openings.
work in Cap Haitien, a city of about 70,000 located in north- " I want to make a difference," commented junior applicant
ern Haiti. They will concentrate on educational and recre- Larry Dunn.
Once selected, the volunteers do much
preparation. For their physical safety, they
see doctors and receive all shots deemed
necessary for their particular country. Each
volunteer group meets weekly throughout
the spring to prepare their minds and hearts.
They work with small service projects in
the Fairfield community to foster a community atmosphere before the trip begins. In
addition, they are responsible for personally funding half of the money needed for
the trip, approximately $450.
Applicant Matt Day, '00, explained why
all the work and effort is worthwhile. He
wants to "learn things you cannot find in
any book, but is essential to a real Jesuit
education." Junior applicant Maegan
Loiaconi said, "The reason I am at Fairfield
is to learn, grow and be challenged. The
mission volunteer program offers this type
of experience. It is difficult to learn about
multiculturalism on a homogeneous campus such
ational ministries. This is the second trip to Haiti.
as this. Reality sets in when you are the minority"
In Ecuador, volunteers will participate in a variety
Past mission trips have included Belize, Jamaica,
of activities in the city of Duran. Not only will they work and Honduras. According to junior Lisa Martinelli, the
in schools, hospitals, and soup kitchens, they will assist the memories of the trip last long after returning to the states.
priests of the parish with cooking and cleaning the area.
"I learned that I am one person, and that I cannot
Volunteers working in Tijuana, Mexico, for the change the world. But I can change myself in small ways
seventh time through the mission volunteer program, will that will help others."
better the lives of children by building schools and day care
facilities. They will serve the countless deported workers

I learned that I am one
person, and that I can't
change the world. But I
can change myself in small
ways that will help others."
— Lisa Martinelli

FYE program has
sunny ending
By Bridget Hennessey
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Sixteen students were commissioned as Eucharistic Ministers at a
special ceremony during the 7PM Mass
at the Egan Chapel of St. Ignatius
Loyola on Sunday November 1st. The
commissioning marked the culmination
of a five week training program under
the direction of Carolyn Rusiackas,
Assistant Chaplain, and Kathleen
Kiernan '99 and Matthew Day '00, coleaders of the Eucharistic Ministers. A
reception followed for families and
friends in the McCi rath Room of the
Arrupe Campus Ministry Center.
The new Eucharistic Ministers,
as pictured, left to right, are:
FIRST ROW: Matthew Day '00, coleader, Santo Terranova '99, John
Thoren, '00, Allison Hauser '01,
Bernadette McCabe '01, Kathleen
Kiernan '99, co-leader.
SECOND ROW: Carolyn Rusiackas,
Assistant Chaplain, Charles Mazzone
'02, Kathleen Swider '02, Courtney
Rissman '02.
THIRD ROW: Caroline Quilty '00,
Kathleen Schardien '01, Juliette Basso
'01, Gina DeFusco '02, John Uliano '01.

FOURTH ROW: Chad Puclowski '02,
Annie Michaud '00, Philip McManus
'01, Christopher McLean '01.
For information about becoming a Eucharistic Minister, contact
Carolyn Rusickasat extention 2901.

How fast can
you type?
Do you need
some cash ?
Type for
the Mirror
X2533

Freshman Year Experience
groups had their final meetings this week.
For many it was a bitter sweet ending.
Though the meeting towards the end
seemed to get a little strenuous, most
freshman found their FYE groups to
be a positive experience.
It all started
last June when the
class of 2002
was greeted
by their new
mentor at
Orientation.
The theme
was "Walking on Sun^
shine." Freshman came from
"
all over the
country to meet
other members of
their class and to get
aquainted with the campus.
Sasha Hutchings, '02, fromArizona recalls, "June orientation was a positive experience. I got to know the campus, meet new people, and it made me feel
more comfortable about coming to
Fairfield University in the fall."
The June Orientation was the
first time that the freshman got to meet
the groups that they would spend their
first semester in close contact with. "My
FYE group bonded right away with our
advisors. They were extremely informa-

tive in all aspects of college life," says Sandy
Stock, '02'.
The facilitators made all freshman
feel welcome. From the moment the freshman arrived on campus in June, the facilitators were busy making sure that freshman
were not only getting comfortable at
Fairfield but that they were having a great
time. Even when freshman started to complain about what a waste of
time the meetings
were, most of them
would agree that
they appreciated
the effort that
the upperclassman at
Fairfield University put
forth to make
them feel welcome.
Most
groups met once
a week to share
stories and to help
each other over some of the
hurdles freshman are faced with. The
facilitators helped not only by listening to
the stresses that their freshman experienced
but also offered advice.
"We enjoyed each others company," and we "learned a lot about life," says
Dan Stalilones, '02'."
Most groups parted as friends who
will be able to count on each other through
the years both here at Fairfield University
and beyond.
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Editor's Outlook
Are you ready for the real world? With a
flurry of interviews, frustrating standardized tests, and impossible applications,
senior year for many is more of a reality
check than the notorious "good time."
Many often question whether college alone is sufficient preparation for entrance into the cold, harsh working world.
I tend to believe that it depends on what
you make of it.
Decisions and experiences in the
undergraduate years can make or break a
student's future. Unfortunately, few are
able to recognize when opportunity presents itself.
Yet, there comes a time when you
are forced to put it all together. A time,
when you are asked about that key experience in an interview or when you are
forced to summarize your influential academic endeavors in approximately 500
words or less.
It is at this moment that you have
no other choice but to look deep inside and
ask yourself, "what have I done with four
years and over $100,000? And who am I
because of it?"
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Students'efforts ignored
To the Editor:
I feel compelled to write this letter due to the continued coverage of
the controversy surrounding the
Fairfield Beach area as well as the
negative portrayal of the Fairfield
University students residing at the
beach by members of the
Fairfield Beach Road Association.
Because of all the negative
press the students have been receiving, many of the efforts that
have been made to ease the situation at the beach have been
overlooked or ignored. The students living in this beach area
want to end this ongoing controversy and have taken several
steps towards accomplishing
this. Although there is little the
student beach residents can do when
it comes to university policy regarding off-campus residents, many students have been making an effort to
make life more peaceful for all at the
beach. We have yet to be acknowledged for these efforts.
Just this past week, I contacted

members of FBRA asking to be put
on the agenda for their meeting which
took place on Wednesday evening. I
wanted to address the Association not
only to update them on our efforts,
but also to answer any questions they
might have and take any suggestions
they would offer to further students'

a

Many of the efforts
that have been made
to ease the situation.,
have been ignored"
efforts. However, I was told that I
could not speak at their meeting.They
felt that if University officials would
not be in attendance, then I should not
be there either. I find this contrary to
their objective of opening the lines of
communication between all parties.
Although the University declined an

invitation to attend, I solicited an
invitation, hoping to open the lines
of communication between the two
main players in this situation- the
permanent residents and student
renters. As discouraging as this denial was, I still would like to make
the student efforts known.
Each Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday night, the Student
Beach Resident Association
hires an extra patrolman for
Lantern Point. We then assign
one student to patrol the area
with the officer. This system,
known as Beach Patrol, works
to prevent potential problems
before they occur. Because
Lantern Point is private property, an officer cannot enter the
area unless a formal complaint
is filed. Because the students
pay for and patrol the area with thee
officer, he/she can enter the area to
let students know if they are getting too loud, disperse large groups
of students, maintain a reasonable

continued on page 10
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Starving Artists crave support
To the Editor:
It is with great pleasure that I
write this letter, inviting the student
body and the community of Fairfield
to an event of great fun and excitement. Are you looking for something
different to do at Fairfield University? Are you tired of the same old
thing? If so, I have the answer for
you.
Last year, a group of students and
myself created an organization which
has taken the Fairfield University
campus by storm. Starving Artists as
we have come to be known, was born
out of a love for the arts and a desire
to see them more greatly appreciated
at Fairfield University. Since its inception, Starving Artists has been
met with unbelievable success. The
main project of this organization has
been the establishment of the Mosaic
series, performances dedicated to
featuring the various types of art at

Fairfield. Dance, music, visual art, art
history, theater, and creative writing
are only a few of the possibilities.
Last spring, each Mosaic was performed to standing room only crowds
in PepsiCo theater and the Black Box
in the Quick Center. The first Mosaic
of the school year, entitled "It's a
Small World, After All: A Celebration of the Arts and Diversity" was
met with an even greater response.
The Black Box was filled to capacity
yet again as audience members
mingled, enjoyed the art of their fellow students, and had a fantastic time
in the process.
I take this opportunity to invite
each and every member of the
Fairfield community to attend our
next Mosaic, scheduled for today,
November 12, and sponsored by
FUSA. The theme for this Mosaic is
"Only at Fairfield..." Again, the performance will be filled with wacky
fun, zany surprises, and the amazing

talents of many Fairfield students.
The performance will begin at 7:00
pm at the Black Box and will be
followed by a reception with
yummy foods, sponsored by the
kind donation of Daewoo cars, in
the lobby directly after the performance. All are welcome and invited
to attend this event. Admission and
refreshments are free and the entertainment is fabulous. Do something different, support the arts, and
have a blast by attending the Mosaic tonight.
Thank you for your continued
support. We look forward to seeing you all tonight at the Black Box.
Don't miss your chance! After all,
Starving Artists' Mosaic is "Only
at Fairfield..."

Sincerely,

Christine Kelleher '99
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Commentary

Submissions due by 6:00 PM
Sunday in Box AA or at The
Mirror Office

Mirror publication policy questioned
SBRA President and beach resident questions motives
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the article
entitled "Beach Landlord Ganim Vows
Lawsuit." I write not only as president of
the Student Beach Resident Association
but also as an individual beach resident
whose house
is caught in
the middle of
this conflict.
Although
the controversy
surrounding our
landlord's
threatened
lawsuit was
published in
many of the
local newspapers including
the Minuteman, the Citizen, and the Connecticut Post, it was the Mirror who felt
obligated to indicate that I was one of
the residents of that address as well as
publish a photo of our house and th nickname associated with our house. The
other local papers, out of consideration
for the leadership position that I hold
along with the realization that the student
renters of this house play no part in this
issue, respectfully left my name as well
as the name of my housemates out of
their articles. Why the student newspaper of Fairfield University would include
all of this unnecessary and character
damaging information is beyond me.
The list that was circulated by mem-

bers of the Fairfield Beach Road Association which listed our house as being
one of the loudest and most suspect of
violating the law, is baseless and outrageous. I have lived at the same address
for the past year and a half. Not once in
the time that my roommates and I have
occupied this
house have we
received a noise
violation. Not
once have we
been charged
with breaking
any type of law.
Not once has a
>*
noise complaint
ever been filed
against
our
house. For these
reasons, seeing
our
address
listed in the local papers as being one of
the most rowdy and raucous houses at the
beach upset me and my roommates. Although these articles spoke of the lawsuit
threats by our landlord, they were direct
character attacks on myself as well as my
roommates. We were relieved, however,
that these papers refrained from printing
our names in these atricles, which is why
I hope that the Mirror staff will understand my anger frustration, and disappointment at being included in their article.
There was no need to include my name
and position in the article. I have been do-

"There was no reason
to include my name or

position in the article.

Mirror staff defends decision to
print relevant information
Editorial staff
Editor's note: the following is the
passage in question from last week's issue
of the Mirror.
"Kim Soen,
President of the
Student Beach
Resident Association, is listed
in the Stag, as
one of the residents at 1019
Fairfield Beach
Road. Gwen
Vendley, Dean
of Students, has
applauded
Soen's efforts
to ease the
beach crisis in the past. Soen could not be
reached for comment on the issue of
Ganim's lawsuit."

continued on page 10

"When we printed the
article titled * Beach landlord Ganim vows lawsuit,'
we were obligated to print
every necessary piece of
information that
we knew of.

"Character damaging?" We beg
to differ. If printing the basic facts of a
relevant and timely issue is defamation of
character, then we are guilty. We are a
publication whose main audience is indeed
the Fairfield University student body, and
that should not prevent us from reporting
the truth, even when one of our own is at
the forefront.
When we printed the article titled
"Beach landlord Ganim vows lawsuit," we
were obligated to print every necessary

Give me Coke or give me death
campus. You cannot buy a product made
by Coke.
You can argue that choice is what
America is all about. Although the threat
of nuclear confrontation dominated the

Four years ago, PepsiCo gave Fairfield
University $500,000 to establish a Russian Studies program. The benefits of the
program are unmistakable. Faculty
and student exchanges have been established that have exposed the
Fairfield community to a resilient,
((
spiritual people who were oppressed
for 70 years by a brutal totalitarian
system. And now with Russia in economic trouble, it's even more important, as professor McFadden says, to
continue this program.
However, there's a cost to supporting this academically enriching
program. It's hardly the stuff that
causes international incidents, but,
nonetheless, there's been a violation
public consciousness during the Cold War
of a free market principle that we Ameribetween the Soviet Union and U.S., the
cans hold dear, in theory. We on the
conflict, to a large degree, symbolized
Fairfield University campus have lost the
competing visions of how society should
power of choice. As a result of the grant,
be ordered. On the one hand, communists
Pepsi machines proliferate throughout

You can argue that
choice is what
America is all
about."

continued on pg. 10

Operation Hope
To the Editor:

Student wishes for the right to choose
his own soft drink on campus
To the Editor:

piece of information that we knew of. One
piece of key information was the fact that
Kim Soen, president of the Student Beach
Resident Association is an occupant of
one of the houses owned by the landlord
planning to file suit.
Soen has questioned the motive
behind the printing of this information and has
stated that she
felt her name
should have
been left out of
the story. We at
the
Mirror
strongly disagree. Soen is
the head of a
major university
»
group, SBRA is
directly
involved with almost every single event at the beach. To
say that this lawsuit does not involve her
in any way is ludicrous.
Soen states that "this threatened
lawsuit does not involve... myself," but we
must disagree. If a 75 year-old couple
were to occupy the house in question, we
feel confident that it would have been left
off the "dirty dozen" list.
Additionally, Soen states that it
was "out of consideration for the leadership position that [she holds]," which prevented other local papers from printing
this information. One would think that

envisioned uniformity of the citizenry and
its dependence on all-powerful State as a
collective ideal, while the American vision, forged in response to foreign government oppression and expressed in the
Declaration of Independence and
Constitution, is the God-given freedom to choose how one wishes to
live and worship (and drink) without
interference from a subordinate
State.
Yet, despite the triumph of the
West with the dissolution of the Soviet Union and the retreat of communism, Fairfield U., ironically has
embraced vestiges of that bankrupt
ideology. It also shows how corporate kings, who cloak themselves in
the rhetoric of capitalism, easily
metamorphose into communists
when profits are at stake.
Keep Russian Studies. Give me Coke.
Sincerely,
S.N. Vanzette '99

Wow! On September 4th, 55 marvelous student resident assistants from
Fairfield University amazed everyone at
Operation Hope with their energy and
volunteer spirit!
The students were organized into
small groups which focused on areas of
need at Operation Hope. One group
cleaned and organized parts of the building which houses our shelters for men,
women and two families. A second group
weeded, tended and harvested the vegetable garden and tidied our grounds. A
third group organized our storage trailers
and another group cleaned and stocked
our Food Pantry.
On behalf of the guests, staff and board
of directors, I want to extend a big thanks
to all of the students involved. Your enthusiasm and hard work were a true gift.
We are grateful for your active participation in helping those in our community
who are hungry and homeless. You made
a meaningful difference in your neighborhood.
Sincerely,
Barbara Friedman

Volunteer Coordinator
A*
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Editorial/ Commentary

Rover didn't get
deserved attention
To the Editor:
I would like to commend the students
of Theatre Fairfield for their magnificent
performance of Aphra Behn's Restoration comedy The Rover during the past
two weeks. Apparently none of the campus newspapers reviewed it with any
thoroughness, which is surprising in
view of its great popularity with audiences. Every night was a sellout or nearsellout.
The production was a year in the
making, with the
cast and the production staff taking an intensive
course on Restoration theatre
from Dr. Martha
LoMonaco last
spring, and preparing the play
during the summer and early
fall. In its length
and complexity
The Rover is as
difficult as any Shakespearean play to
perform well, and the cast did a splendid job of bringing the 17th-century language to life. The costuming, sets, and
music made the event a sight-and-sound
treat, heightened by the cast's frequent
interaction with the audience.
Like most Restoration comedies, the
plot of The Rover takes us simultaneously through several different love
affairs, punctuated by swordfights, conspiracy, and crime. The dissolute English
"Rover" (Steve O'Connell) romances
two women at once: the well born but
roguish Hellena (Megan Ferrara) and the
famous courtesan Angellica Bianca
(Alison Hall), while the more respectable English Colonel Belvile (Frederick
Gooltz) is only with difficulty able to
carry on his relationship with the Spanish noblewoman Florinda (Kathleen

Corrigan), owing to the opposition of her
brother Don Pedro (Davis Wildman).
Subplots abound, with the doltish Ned
Blunt (Brian Hoover) being hoodwinked
and robbed down to his underwear by the
scheming Lucetta (Kerry Doyle), while
another Spanish nobleman (Matt
Martino) engages the services of Belvile
to fight a duel with Don Pedro, and a third
match is made between the Rover's friend
Frederick (Robert Nishiyama) and
Florinda's kinswoman Valeria (Melanie
LoBue). Everyone winds up with the partner he/she merits, particularly the Rover,
who meets his
match in the
clever Hellena.
The rest of the cast
is comprised of
officers, servants,
and, because the
play is set in
[Naples during
Carnival time, an
entertaining team
of dancers and
masqueraders.
The creative
professionalism behind the lighting, set
design, costuming, choreography, and
direction were apparent throughout the
play, and were what we have come to
expect from Theatre Fairfield. At the heart
of what was attractive about the performance, however, was the enthusiasm and
dedication of the students, both in the cast
and behind the scenes? As shown by the
glowing review in the FairfieldWeekly ,
these students have done the university
proud. Surely they deserve the same degree of recognition on-campus than they
have received off-campus.

"The Rover is as
difficult as any
Shakespearean play
to perform well"

Sincerely,
William Abbott
Dept. of History

Student effort to reconcile
problems goes unnoticed
Cont. from pg. 8
number of students in the houses, and
enforce the noise ordinance after 11:00
p.m. The officer and student volunteer
do their best to keep noise to a minimum
by making students aware of the noise
level before they get too loud, thereby
eliminating the number of complaints
filed.
Another effort that student residents
have made this year to make life more
peaceful for all in the beach area is the
cancellation or relocation of many
highly anticipated annual social events.
For example, the students living at the
beach agreed to cancel certain events
such as our annual welcome back party
at Lantern Point. Likewise, another
semiformal dance that is usually held at
a student house was moved to a facility
away from the beach area so as not to
disturb our neighbors.
Another overlooked area is the is the
many service projects that the students
plan and participate in at the beach.
There are several beach cleanups that are
held throughout the year in which many

students participate. Most recently, students held a Halloween party complete
with trick-or-treating on Lantern Point for
the children of the Cardinal Sheehan Center of Bridgeport. Over 200 students participated in this fun-filled event by handing out candy, guiding children to the
houses, serving pizza and juice, and playing games with more than 60 children in
attendance who may not have trick-ortreated otherwise.
Although these are just a few of the
many efforts that student renters have
been making, I feel that recognition
should be given where it is due. As deficient as our efforts may be in solving the
overall problem, there are a number of
students who have been working hard to
make life more peaceful for all. I hope in
the future we will receive the recognition
we deserve and for these efforts so we
can break down some of the negative stereotypes placed upon the student renters
at the beach.
Sincerely,
Kim Soen, '99
SBRA President

The Fairfield Mirror

Privacy, not public
information
continued from pg. 9
ing my best to detach myself from the
threats of my landlord directed at members of the FBRA. Your article last week
seriously hampered these efforts. Although it is a fact that I live at this address and your paper has every right to
publish this fact, it is disappointing that
you would use a piece of information to
make a story more appealing at the expense of the students. There are many issues surrounding the beach area that I wil
gladly discuss and offer comments for.
However, this threatened lawsuit does not
involve my roommates or myself. The
Mirror has never once contacted me for
questions or comments regarding the
many controversial issues surrounding
the beach. Although your article stated I
"could not be reached for comment," this
is false because I never spoke with anyone at your paper and was never left a
message making me aware of the printing of this article. One of my roommates
was asked for a statement and she asked
the paper to call back because she was

not fully aware of the threatened lawsuit
at the time due to the fact that it does not
pertain to us. Our house never recieved any
other calls from the Mirror.
I know that nobody within your staff
was intentionally trying to cause trouble
for my roommates and I. However, in offering unnecessary details such as these in
your articles concerning the beach, the
Mirror makes life more difficult for the
students at the beach as this paper circulates outside this university as well. Many
permanent residents of the beach get hold
of copies of the Mirror and information
such as this should not be publicized for
these reasons. The Mirror is printed by the
students and for the students. Although this
paper does have the right to print what it
wants, I hope that in the future the Mirror
will take the concerns of the students as
well as the consequences that your articles
have on the lives of students into consideration before publication.
Sincerely,
Kim Soen, '99

Mirror stands by its story
continued from pg. 9
being a campus leader would make Soen
aware of the fact that she is liable to become a focal point of this issue.
Trying to detach herself from the
issue while faulting the Mirror as a scapegoat is ridiculous. How can the Mirror
be accused of defamation of character by
simply reporting information readily
available in a local phone directory? Regardless, if Soen did not reside at 1019
Fairfield Beach Road, she would still be
a part of this situation.
A newspaper has always been a
tool for providing information, never has
it been a protective shield. More or less
Soen is asking us why we didn't look the
other way. The answer to this is simple:
we cannot compromise our ethics. If we

were to do so, we would lose all of our credibility within the community. We have a
responsibility to keep the public informed,
and we were acting with professionalism
in printing the brief passage in question.
On the whole, we'd like to believe
that we do take into consideration the concerns of the students and the consequences
of the publication of every single article we
write. We always have. And that is why we
print them.

Write
Commentary
Mirror!
Submissions due
Sunday by 6pm
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Arts & Entertainment
Movie Review

Sandier scores with Waterboy
New movie makes a splash
Bates) who's partial to drinking moonshine out of mayonnaise jars and eating
snakes. She spends the rest of her time
denouncing everything from women to
electricity as "tools of the devil."
After getting fired as Cougars

By Matt Whelan
STAFF WRITER
t(r,

'The Waterboy'>»
Starring:
Adam Sandier, Kathy
Bates, Henry Winkler
Grade: B
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Adam Sandler's new movie, "The
Waterboy" is one of those rare movies that
makes you think as it makes you laugh and
cry. It subtly attacks the status quo of institutionalized racism that...C'mon let's get
real. It's the bastard son of Happy Gilmore
and Cajun Man from Saturday Night Live
and it's also really funny.
Bobby Boucher, (Adam Sandier)
is a 31-year-old "professional water distribution engineer" for the University of Louisiana Cougars, born in the bayous of Louisiana. His father, "died a da dehydration"
while in the Sahara Desert and since then
Bobby's taken it upon himself to make sure
no one ever gets thirsty again.
When he's not getting beat up by
his own team, he's at home in the bayou
with his overprotective mother, (Kathy

head and stand up to everyone's insults.
All the years of humiliation and pent up
rage transform him into the hardest hitting linebacker that college football has
ever seen.
No one's safe from Bobby's
newfound talent, from his own teammates
to a professor that looks suspiciously like
Colonel Sanders.
This alone could stand as the
plot to the movie but the writers chose to
break new ground and lead cinema in
exciting new directions. Will Bobby be
able to lead his team to the coveted Bourbon Bowl, win the girl and keep the secret from his Mama?
I think everyone already knows
the answer to that one. It may not be original, it may be Happy Gilmore thinly disguised with a Cajun accent, but it sure is
funny.
I'm going to give you four reasons to see this movie.
(1) Clint Howard plays a
redneck with bad teeth.
(2) You can't understand a single
word the Mud Dogs assistant coach says.
(3) The Fonz has a Roy Orbison
tattoo.
And most importantly...
(4) The Giants play Captain
Insano.
If you likeAdam Sandier, go see
this movie. If you don't there's something
wrong with your medulla oblongata.

worse team in college football, the SCLSU
Mud Dogs, on the tail end of a 40 game
losing streak and coached by none other
than Arthur Fonzarelli. No, wait. Make that
Coach Klein (Henry Winkler).
Coach Klein encourages Bobby
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Copyright Touchstone Pictures. All Rights Reserved.
Henry Winkler and Adam Sandier in "Waterboy"
waterboy, Bobby finds his way to the

to finally listen to all those voices in his

Theater Review

Raves for "The Rover

>/f

Theatre Fairfield production wins praise
By Beth Caldwell
STAFF WRITER

Since the end of August, Theatre
Fairfield has had quite a task under their
belt, to perform to the best of their ability,
a difficult but very interesting play. After
nine performances, they did just that.
From Thursday to Saturday, I was
an usher for three performances of "The
Rover", a Restoration Comedy by Aphra
Behn and I enjoyed every minute of it.
Every character lit up the stage
and every one of their lines and movements
amused the audience.
The first performance I ushered,
was a little confusing and I found it a little
difficult to understand because the style of
English was dated back to the year 1677,
when the play was written. But as I listened carefully and was able to connect
each of the character's lines with one another, it became easier.
Senior Veronica O'Connor, was
able to sit in on one of their rehearsals for

a while and enjoyed it very much also.
"It was a little hard to follow because of
the nature of the words, but it was made
clear by the costumes and the set," she
said.
"The Rover" takes place in
Naples during the Carnival. This was a
time when people met each other in
masks in order to disguise themselves.
Along with the masks were beautiful costumes.
I loved each and every costume.
The women wore long, full gowns,
adorned with ruffles and frills and men
were dressed in pirate-like shirts, boots,
fancy britches and leather gloves.
I congratulate, Theatre
Fairfield's costume designer, Hugh
Hanson and the cast's costume mistresses, Senior Erin McLaughlin and Junior Maggie Gallin, on doing an extraordinary job in helping each character look
as if they came directly from the Restoration period. It was not only the costumes, but the perfectly styled wigs and
hairpieces, swords and jewelry that beautified the casts appearance.

Dress rehearsals began a couple
of weeks before opening night of "The
Rover". "We wore rehearsal costumes so
we could get ourselves as much into the
period as we could. The costumes were
the final thing to put us into the show,"
said Senior Megan Ferrara.
Megan Ferrara, who played Helena, one of the leading roles was amazing. She recited every line with such feeling and meaning, it was as if she never
had to study or memorize a single one.
Stephen O'Connell, a Junior
playing the titular role, was excellent also.
He, along with his fellow cavaliers, Senior Robert Nishiyama, and Juniors Brian
Hoover and Fred Gooltz, had the audience
amused with each of their hysterical lines
and debonair movements.
Some of these intriguing movements came from the sword fighting
scenes, which were very well taught by
Dan Burke. The men fought so diligently
and seriously, I was afraid one of them
would really become hurt.
Many of the amusing lines came
from Brian Hoover, who played the role

of Blunt, an English Country Gentleman.
As I stood on the side of the theater, I
could not stop laughing and smiling, as
he stumbled and frolicked across the
stage, flirting with every woman and finally being tossed onto the streets in just
a shirt and underwear.
Theatre Fairfield had nine exceptional performances, and I'm glad I
could help out a little. Although it was a
lot of work, I spoke with two of the cast
members on how they felt now that they
are finished and feelings could not sound
more meaningful. "It was amazing to see
a year's worth of work finally come together," said Mary Conk who played
Callis. "Never in my life have I felt more
accomplished", added Ferrara as Helena.
I would like to congratulate and
thank Director, Dr. LoMonaco, the Theatre Fairfield Board, all of the cast members, the costume and behind-the-scenes
crews, the set designers and constructors
and everyone else for an extremely enjoyable production.
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Restaurant Review

Riverdance
is for
everyone

Savor La Salsa
I

Add some spice to your life
By Kaylin Curran
ASSISTANT A&E EDITOR

La Salsa
A Fresh Mexican
Grill
580 Post Road
Fairfield, Cl 06430
(203)256-8800
Grade; A
"Food that's always fresh, authentic, handcrafted and fun." If that is a
description that tempts your taste buds
then the recently opened restaurant La
Salsa is the place for you.
La Salsa is a fresh Mexican grill
with dishes ranging from a soft taco to a
classic quesadilla. The chain of restaurants have been in existence since 1979.
La Salsa prides itself of its fresh, homemade food. There are over 100 other locations throughout the west coast and
Puerto Rico.
I ordered the Quesadilla Grande,
which was a large grilled tortilla filled with
chicken, a blend of melted cheeses, black
beans, rice and two salsas. The price of
this dish was a mere $5.45.

INTI-ILLIMANI
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LAVNAMERICANCONTINENT
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All entrees are large enough for
a full dinner doggie bag to take home. My
friend ordered the chicken enchiladas.
This dish was a combination plate and
came with to enchiladas, black beans,
rice, salad and chips. The price of this
feast was $6.50.
The service is quick with an option of take out or sitting down in the
Mexican atmosphere recreated for the
effect. The restaurant is small in size and
the majority of its business is take out.
The type of service style is like Boston
Market, where you order, pay, and then
pick up your food.
All the food is made fresh on a
grill in front of your eyes and each menu
selection comes with their salsa ban The
salsas range from mild to hot, all freshly
made. You will not find these in a jar at
your local supermarket.
La Salsa uses only garden fresh
produce, lean steak and skinless chicken.
The chicken in my quesadilla as better
quality then some chicken served in other
well-known restaurants. The staff was
very personable and willing to make any
accommodations to suit your preference.
One popular menu item is the
Tostada de la Rosa. This is charbroiled
chicken, lettuce, black beans, tomatoes,
cheese, mild salsa, guacamole, and sour
cream filled in a large, crisp tortilla shell.
La Salsa also caters to the lighter
appetite offering tacos, rice or beans
served alone. They also take vegetarian
requests for those who wish to experience the savory flavors without the steak
or chicken.
The most expensive item on the
menu is $6.95 for a combination plate.
Adding steak to any dish costs an additional dollar.
I went with five other people and
not one of them had a complaint about
the food or the service. One person even
got up to order more food.
The dishes are enormous and
well worth the money. The restaurant
is clean and has a friendly, inviting atmosphere.
La Salsa is located on 580 Post
Road. It is in the traffic circle at Post
Road and Kings Highway. You can't
miss it, its illuminating sign can seen
miles away.

Write
for A&E!
Submissions
must be in by
Sunday at 6pm
in the Mirror
Office in
Gonzaga Hall

By Pat Hursen
STAFF WRITER

On October 31,1 decided to do
something totally unconventional. Instead of dressing up in costumes, watching scary movies, or trick or treating, I
went to see "Riverdance: The Show,"
playing at the Wang Theatre in Boston,
MA. On a night when you expect everyone else to be at home, "Riverdance" was
sold out.
For those of you who have no
idea what "Riverdance" is, let me explain.
"Riverdance" started as a 7 minute Irish
skit for the Eurovision Song Contest. It
picked up steam quickly and with producer Moya Doherty, became a fulllength show. Riverdance combines traditional Irish step-dancing with world
music.
Irish step-dancing is characterized by virtual non-movement above the
waist but a machine gun speed tapping
with legs and feet. There are many theories behind why the upper body does not
move. The new Riverdance leader, Pat
Roddy, tells probably the most amusing
one: "The most popular story is that the
pubs in Ireland were so crowded years
ago that when people got up to dance,
they kept their hands to their side for fear
of knocking over a neighbor's drink."
The dancers in the show were
marvels who never missed a step. They
could dance along side 20 others in unison or alone and it still looked perfect.
When the step-dancers tapped with numerous others they became part of music, a percussion instrument. Although
Michael Flatley (the self-proclaimed Lord
of the Dance) would like to think that
"Riverdance" is only a solo project, this
is entirely untrue. The leaders, Pat Roddy
and Eilleen Martin, get their solos but the
other dancers each get to show their skills
through different solos and scenes as well.
The dancing, while unbelievable, does not overpower the music. The
band is on stage as opposed to the hidden
orchestra pit, proving they play an inte
gral part to the show. The fiddle, Eileen
Ivers, is probably the most talented. She
has a solo, complete with distortion pedals, that can rival any Eddie Van Halen
solo. Also notable are the drummer and
the percussion player.
"Riverdance" is a show that is
about cultures, includingAmerican, Russian, Spanish, and of course Irish. The
best scene takes place in an inner city in
America. It involves 3 African-American tap dancers and 3 Irish step dancers.
They each try to outdo one another until
they realize that they can dance together,
equally. A symbolism for racism and immigration, the scene otters an acceptance
and understanding of the different cultures by each dancer.
There were only 2 flaws in the
show. There was an unnecessary narrator who introduced the different scenes
but did not really say much in terms of
content. There were also singers who
sounded like they should go back to the
Andrew Lloyd Webber musical that they
came from. They really did not fit with
the show.
Overall, "Riverdance" entertains as well as awes. It is a great change
from the typical musical plays that overcrowd the theatres.
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Concert Review

Jel Jams at the Levee
Alumni band returns with alternative sound
By Rob Conroy
STAFF WRITER

Fairfield alumni Jeff Preston
and Tony Germinario returned to campus this past Saturday in the form of alternative rock band Jel to play the Levee.
Jel, who have mainly been focusing on spreading their music to the
metro New York area, released their debut EP "jake's toy" earlier this year.
Soon to be released is a compilation album, "House Blend", which features ten
of New York's most promising up and
coming indie bands and includes two previously unreleased live songs by Jel. The
end of this month, Jel returns to the studio to record thirteen new tracks. This
will be their first full length album. Saturday night's show at the Levee not only
included songs from their first EP but
all of their new material as well.
Not discouraged by the small
crowd when the band first took to the
stage, they showed plenty of energy,
opening the night with "507" a song from
their first EP. From there they worked
their way through most of the first EP
mixing in some popular covers to keep
the crowd energized. Along with covers
like Everclear's '"Everything to Everyone" and Counting Crow's "Rain King",
Jel covered a selection of 70's disco tunes
that got people up from their chairs and
out dancing down front.
Lead singer Preston kept the
crowd involved, talking in-between
songs and leading the crowd by example
dancing on stage and off. Lead guitarist
Jeff Katz and rhythm guitarist Rich
Simoniello played with skill, lending a

cutting sound to Preston's vocals. Bassist
Germinario added in backing vocals, filling out the melodies and completing the
sound. Finally, newest band member
Shinya Miyamoto took over the drumming
duties from Preston, keeping a steady beat
and showing off his talent with several
small solos.
Playing the majority of their
shows in New York City, where one can
choose from upwards of a hundred bands
to see every night, Jel has worked hard to

cutting edge sound of today's alternative
rock bands with carefully crafted lyrics
and melodies, the band has succeeded in
creating a sound much like that of today's
most popular bands without giving up
their uniqueness. In the past, Jel could
be heard on "Another World", "Guilding
Light", and "As the World Turns". By
using smart marketing and carefully
choosing it's shows, Jel is on the fast track
to breaking through the competitive New
York music scene.

photo courtesy of Smoove Productions
Jel 1-r: Shinya Miamoto.Tony Germminario, Jeff Katz, Jeff Preston, Rich Simoniello

develop a distinctive sound that will appeal to listeners. The result is what they
call altema-folk. Mixing the energy and

Though their set, which ran
close to two hours long, consisted of many
songs new to listeners ears, they managed

to never lose the crowds interest. Not
making the mistake many indie bands do,
Jel realized that in order to keep their audience, they had to play songs that people
could sing along to. In-between groups
of songs from their forthcoming album,
Jel played top twenty hits including
Matchbox 20's "3 am" and Fastball's
"The Way". At the end of the show, the
band played several new songs that were
considerably slower than those it opened
with. What the songs lacked in energy,
they made up for in melody and emotion.
To close the show, Jel brought the energy
right back up, playing a cover on
Semisonic's "Closing Time". The song
not only had the crowd singing again, it's
theme was appropriate for the moment,
ending the show on an upbeat note.
Preston seemed pleased to be
back at Fairfield, and said "It's a trek to
get out here from the city, but it's worth
it". Jel did not get the crowd they deserved however, partly because of bad
luck and partly because of a lack of publicity. Preston said of the Levee, "If this
place was around when I lived in the
Townhouses, it would have been jumping."
Jel plans to return to the Levee
next semester and play at least one more
show. Saturday was their second show
here this semester. Those who enjoyed
the show, or are just looking for a good
CD, should keep an eye for "House
Blend" to be out in December and Jel's
full length album to be released sometime
early spring.

DLO coming
to the Levee

Rental Review

A movie to Remember
Rent this all-time great love story
By Kaylin Curran
ASSISTANT A&E EDITOR

"An Affair to Remember"
Starring Cary Grant and
Deborah Kerr
Directed by Leo McCarey
Grade: A

If anyone has seen the movie
"Sleepless in Seattle" starring Tom
Hanks ("Forrest Gump", "Saving Private
Ryan") and Meg Ryan ("Addicted to
Love"), then they know all about the
movie "An Affair to Remember". This
movie is considered by several critics as
one of the most romantic love stories ever
put on the screen.
"An Affair to Remember" was
made in 1957, directed by Leo McCarey
and stars Cary Grant and Deborah Kern
The story revolves around the love between charming playboy Nick Ferrante

(Grant) and a beautiful night club singer
Terry McKay (Kerr).
Nick and Terry meet each other
while travelling on a luxurious ship courtesy of their respective significant others.
After spending a great deal of time together, they suddenly realize the undeniable love that exists between them.
Their love leads them to make a
vow-they will both break off their engagements and meet in six months on top of
the Empire State Building ("the nearest
thing to heaven in New York") to continue
their affair. During those six months tragedy strikes and prevents the long awaited
meeting from happening.Terry and Nick's
future suddenly takes an emotional and uncertain turn.
"An Affair to Remember" makes
you laugh and cry. It is more than just a
love story, it is a story that makes you think
about the concept of love at first sight and
a love that is meant to be.
Grant and Kerr have an undeniable physical attraction between them.
Nick and Terry's relationship is more like
a love hate relationship, which only makes
their love even more believable. Grant and
Kerr both deliver incredible performances.
Many say that they can never be another
love story like An Affair to Remember be-

cause no two actors could ever be cast
together like them.
"Love Affair" starring Warren
Beatty ("Dick Tracy") and Annette
Benning ("The American President") attempted to recreate the film but fell short
of the magic Grant and Kerr had on screen
together.
Leo McCarey directed a movie
that no other could ever come close to replicating. The long gazes into each other's
eyes, the music playing in the background
and the dialogue itself creates an atmosphere so intense that you cannot take
your eyes off the screen.
The movie is nearly two hours
but at its conclusion you are unaware
where the time has' gone. Many love stories have been classified as "chick flicks,"
whatever that means, but An Affair to Remember is a film that anyone who has ever
been in love would appreciate.
"An Affair to Remember" is
more of a story about life and the idea
that love can conquer all. It instills the
ideal that if you really love someone, nothing could interfere.

By Timothy Welsh
CO-COMMENTARY EDITOR
Rusted Root. The Samples.
Great concerts but they were just warmups for what is sure to prove to be the
biggest concert Fairfield will see this semester. This Friday night, November
13th, the Levee will play host to the Douglas Leader Orchestra.
Many members of the University will be familiar with DLO because
of the fact that they have played on campus and in the area a number of times over
the past few years. Others might know
one of the members of the band, Joe
Fattorini, a recent graduate of Fairfield.
For anyone who does not know
DLO their sound is an eclectic mix of pop
and ska with a focus on fun, danceable
music. Anyone who comes to the Levee
will see a lively show that will range from
great songs, dancing, to mad-libs.
They have recently been playing shows with more established ska
bands such as The Scofflaws and Toasters.
While it would be easy to label
them as another ska band in the wake of
the recent popularity of the music, that
would be unfair. They have a distinct
sound that is more about creating a great
atmosphere for a party rather than fitting
into a mold.
So at 10 pm on Friday the 13th
expect strange things to be happening at
the Levee. A packed house with a number of dancing students will be the scene.
Get there early.

Sports
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FU visits Tobacco Road
O'Toole Era begins at hostile Cameron Indoor
important to play them so early in the season. I want to test the water and want our
guys to see where we have to go if we want
to make it to the next level."
O'Toole has proven himself worTim O'Toole could not have chothy
in
all
of his past coaching experiences,
sen a more hostile environment to begin his
and
has
won
the highest praise of his bosses,
tenure as Fairfield University men's basketincluding
two
hall of fame coaches, Mike
ball coach than Cameron Indoor Arena in
Krzyzewski
of
Duke and Jim Boeheim of
Durham, NC.
On Saturday, first-year Fairfield Syracuse.
"He'll coach just like he played:
basketball coach, Tim O'Toole and his squad
will visit the number one ranked team in the 100 percent, full blast, year round. Fairfield
nation— Duke University. The Blue Dev- has got a great young coach in Tim,"
Boeheim said.
ils' fans are by far
O'Toole has
the rowdiest in the
stressed
collecnation.
tive
responsibilOn
Saturday,
Tim
O'Toole
Coming
ity to his players
off a disappointand his squad will visit the
as he prepares
ing 12-15 season
number
one
ranked
team
in
them for the upthat resulted in the
coming
season.
"resigning" of
the nation- Duke University.
"As
a
team
we
head coach Paul
need
to
be
all
on
Cormier, athtletic
the
same
page,"
director Gene
Doris hired O'Toole in an effort to turn O'Toole said. "We need to carry ourselves
around the men's basketball program, and with integrity, pride, and stayed committed.
bring Fairfield students back to the games. If we do that, the playing part will take care
"When I played here, Alumni Hall of itself."
"The whole team chemistry is
was the hardest place to play in the confermuch
better
and we are definitely more disence," said O'Toole, a two year captain and
ciplined,"
junior
center Sunday Eniojukan
instrumental member of the 1987 team that
said.
"We
know
if
we do not stay focused
reached the NCAA's, losing to eventual
at
practice
he
will
make
us run. And nochampion Indiana.
body
wants
to
run
for
three
hours."
In order to bring fans back,
The
road
will
not
be
easy for the
O'Toole has worked to schedule games earStags
this
year,
along
with
playing
Duke,
lier in the evening, making it possible for
they
also
have
a
meeting
with
pre-season
families to attend, as well as stressing the
need for his players to become more in- number three 5 UConn along with a very
volved in the student body, such as having competitive MAAC conference in which the
them take place in freshman experience team finished ninth in 1998. Nonetheless,
events. He wants his team to be instrumen- Gene Doris has made a five-year committal and prominent members of Fairfield com- ment to O'Toole.
"He has solid knowledge of the
munity on and off the court.
"I want us to be the Duke of our game and has an understanding of Fairfield
conference," said O'Toole, who was an as- University's philosophy regarding the stusistant there from 95'-97'. "That is why it is dent athlete," Doris said.
By Michael Jarmon
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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Football plays for championship
The Stags are first in the MAAC in rushing
defense, allowing only 60.3 yards per game.
Last week against Duquesne, the Peacocks
gained only 87 total yards (66 rushing).
"I don't think they'll be any comBoston Red Sox first-baseman
petition at all," said linebacker Marques
Mo Vaughn knows he will get at least $12
Burgess. "No one should test us."
million a year in his next contract. But
The same should be true for the
it's not official until he signs on the dotStags on offense. The Peacocks have given
ted line.
up 382 yards per game, including 202 passThe Fairfield football team is
ing yards. The Stags have gained an avercurrently in a similar situation. They know
age of 372 total yards per game and have
they will be the MAAC Champions. But
scored 30.2 points per game.
it's not official until they beat ST. Peter'sGiving up big plays has been a
the weakest team in the league- Saturday
problem for St. Peter's all season. Against
in their last 1998 home game.
Iona, they gave up a 32- yard run, a 32- yard
The Stags, currently on a six
punt return and an 86- yard pass. They have
game winning streak after beating St.
also allowed a 55- yard run against Wagner,
John's 40-14 last Friday, should have less
a 58- yard pass against Marist, a 82- yard
difficulty beating the Peacocks than
interception return against Canisius and a
Vaughn will signing his name.
38- yard pass against Duquesne.
"They're coming off a butt-kick"We're going to focus on playing
ing from Duquesne," Fairfield quartera complete game without any of those
back, Jim Lopusznick said. "And they had
lapses," St. Peter's coach Mark Colins said.
Georgetown before that. So, they're goIn their two previous meetings, the
ing to be beat up."
score has been close. In 1996, St. Peter's
"Beat up" is a euphemism, a nice
beat Fairfield 17-13. Last season, Fairfield
way of saying that St. Peter's is having a
won 38-34. But this year has been differmiserable season. The Peacocks, currently
ent. If you are a fan of Fairfield football,
0-8, were butchered in their last three
this year has been astounding. The Stags
games. They lost to Duquesne 52-0,
have been prepared for every game.
Georgetown 54-7 and Iona 36-0. Earlier
Whether it was defending champion
in the season, Canisius beat St. Peter's
Georgetown or struggling Canisius,
easily, 30-2. Fairfield has beaten all of
Fairfield played with intensity.
those teams, including a 42-0 thrashing of
"We can't take anybody lightly,"
Canisius.
receiver Eric Wise said. "We're in first
St. Peter's ranks last in the
place. So they're going to be geared up for
MAAC in nearly every team categoryus."
total offense, scoring offense, scoring de"We couldn't come this far and be
fense, passing offense and passing deflat on Saturday," coach Kevin Kiesel said.
fense. The lone bright spot for the Pea"I can't imagine us not doing it."
cocks is their rushing offense, in which
So, like Mo Vaughn can smell his
they rank seventh out of the nine MAAC
millions of dollars, the Fairfield football
teams.
team can smell their first MAAC ChampiThe really bad news for St.
onship.
Peter's is that their strength, the running
This Saturday, it becomes official.
game, will meet head to head with
The Stags will close the deal.
Fairfield's strength, defending the run.
By Michael Keegan
STAFF WRITER

Men's
soccer
falls
in
MAAC
final
#3 Rider upset number #1 Fairfield with a goal in overtime to end the Stags title hopes
By Matthew Payne
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The men's soccer season came to
an abrupt halt this past Sunday when they
bowed to MAAC opponent, Rider, in the
Championship game of the MAAC tournament. Although the Stags had a stellar season, it was a disappointing end to their season this past Sunday.
The Stags loss came after they
reached the national rankings for the second time this season. In the November 3rd
release, the National Soccer CoachesAssociation of America (NSCAA) ranked
Fairfield 25th in the nation, tied with Boston University and Bradley University. The
Stags also reached #3 in the New England
poll, tied with B.U, behind UConn and
Brown.
The Stags finished the regular season 14-3-1 overall and 7-1-1 in the conference and earned the first seed in the MAAC
Championship Tournament. In the first
round, the squad played Iona, the fourth
seed, and in the other MAAC match-up, the
second seed, Loyola, took on third-seeded
Rider.
The Gaels stormed out to a quick
1-0 lead when Joe Carillos netted a goal in
the 13th minute. But the tide turned at the
end of the first half for the Stags with the

heroics of Aaron Kingi. Kingi, a starting Stag keeper, Danny Glynn, saved only one
defenseman in eighteen of Fairfield's shot after the Gael's first goal. The win
boosted the Stag's record to 15-3-1, and the
twenty games
MAAC title
this season,
appeared in
notched the tyreach as only
ing goal in the
one victory
42nd minute.
was needed.
This
was
A 1 Kingi's first
though
the
goal of the seaStags
were
son, and it came
the higher
after a number
seed, they
of good scoring
knew this
opportunities,
did not guarincluding
a
antee victory
header by Gary
over
Rider.
Robertson that
The
Broncs
hit the crossbar.
were playing
Kingi won a 50on
their
50 ball, and
home
turf,
from six yards
and
they
out, beat Iona
were a forkeeper, Erik
midable 6-2
Gillete. This
in
the
score gave the
MAAC
durRed and White
ing the reguall the momenlar season.
tum heading
As
expected,
Photo: Sports Info
into the final
Rider
was
1998
First
Team
All-MAAC
selection
Barry
O'DriscolI
had
an
session.
assist in the semi-final to lead Fairfield to a 2-1 victor y over Iona.
no slouch.
The
Twenty-three minutes into the second
game
remained
scoreless
throughout
reguhalf, Kingi directed a Barry O'DriscolI pass
lation
time.
The
game
was
evenly
matched,
into the net to score the deciding goal. The
Stags fended off the Gaels for the final as each keeper recorded six saves and Rider
twenty-two minutes to secure the victory. outshot the Stags by only a slim maigin, 1714. The tightly contested battle extended

into overtime, but neither squad managed a
score in the first 15-minute extra period. The
ball finally reached the back of the net in
the 108th minute, but unfortunately for the
Stags, it was the opposition who took the
lead. Rider's Craig Wicken scored the game
winning goal, assisted by seniors Mike
Cellini and Mark Bennett. Wicken, a senior, was 1998 MAAC Co-Player of the
year. He the led the conference with 39
points on 16 goals and 7 assists. This was
an abrupt and shocking finish for the Stags,
for had they won the MAAC, there was
chance that they could have gained a berth
in the NCAA tournament.
Fairfield players Kingi, Robertson,
David Mancini, and Sebastian Wojdaszka
made the 1998 MAAC all-tournament team.
Despite the Stags' loss in the championship game, Fairfield was rewarded for
their many achievements over the season.
Six Stags made the MAACAll-Conference
team. Midfielders, Mancini and O'DriscolI,
defenseman, Kingi, and forward, Lee Williams made the first team, and defenseman,
Wojdaszka and keeper, Glynn, earned second team honors. Sophomores, Mancini and
Brian Hommowitz, and junior, Tom
Bowles, made the All-Academic team.
Coach Carl Rees was awarded coach of the
year honors in the MAAC for guiding the
team to the regular season championship
with a 7-1-1 record, and 15-4-1 overall
record. He also led the Stags to their first
ever national ranking in the team's 28-year
history.
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FH comes up short
Fairfield's best season ever ended with a 2-1 loss in the championship

By John Griffith
SPORTS EDITOR

at the 20:28 mark of the first half as conference scoring leader Ali Roberts notched her
18th goal of the season.
The field hockey team's best seaFairfield countered two minutes
son ever came to a close Sunday afternoon later when Williamson put in a rebound folwhen the Stags lost 2-1 to Holy Cross in the lowing a Stag corner to tie the contest at
Patriot
League
one.
championship
In a
game.
see-saw secThe Stags
ond half, Holy
reached the champiCross took the
onship for the first
lead for good
time ever by defeatwhen Roberts,
ing Colgate 3-1 in
during
a
the semi-finals on
scramble in
Saturday in what
front of the net,
would prove to be
scored her 9th
their last win of the
game-winning
season.
goal of the year
Earlier in
with 11:19 rethe year Colgate
maining.
handed the Red and
Fairfield was
White their only
held scoreless
conference loss.
the entire sec"We really wanted to
ond half and
beat Colgate," said
Holy Cross
senior Adrienne
was able to
Williamson. "They
avenge their
Photo: Nick Ouimet
were dirty, cheap Freshman Izabella Kotowski had a goal and an
only conferand complained to assist during the Patriot League tournament, but
ence loss of the
the referees the en- the team came up short in the championship.
season. For her
tire game."
clutch play,
Fairfield took a 1-0 lead when se- Roberts was named MVP of the tournament.
nior Tricia Stanley scored off a pass from
"Holy Cross played really well,"
Williamson with five minutes left in the half. Williamson said. "They didn't dominate,
In what would prove to be the game win- but they capitalized on their opportunities
ning goal, Jeanne Harp scored with 23:22 and we didn't."
left in the game. Freshman Alexia Kennedy
"They were a good team," added
and Izabella Kotowski assisted on Harp's junior Mary Tortora. "But we deserved to
goal. Kotowski scored an insurance goal win."
off a pass from Kennedy with 13:30 left.
The Stags won a record 14 games
Colgate 's lone goal came on a this season, eight more than last year, and
penalty stroke with 11 minutes remaining.
won their first ever Patriot League regular
Goalie Kandiss Kulp recorded six season title. With a strong nucleus of junsaves for her 14th win of the year
iors such as Tortora and goalie Kandiss
Holy Cross earned the chance to Kulp, as well as freshman scoring machines
face the Stags by beating Bucknell 1-0 in Alexia Kennedy and Izabella Kotowski, the
Saturday's other semi-final.
program has much to look forward to in
In the final, Holy Cross scored first 1999.

THIS WEEKS TOP TEN:
Ten reasons why the Pats are not good
Because Pete Carroll hugs bunnies during practice
Drew's paycheck has gone to his head
Because they're using Dave Meggett's illegitimate
children on special teams
Terry Glenn can't play with a hangnail
Bob Kraft is too busy making friends in South Boston
The Curse of Curtis Martin
Troy Brown doesn't get the ball enough
Because the Pats still see "The Super Bowl Shuffle" in
their nightmares
Foxboro is the absolute worst stadium in professional
sports
Still recovering from the Lisa Olsen incident

NBA LOCKOUT
QUOTE OF THE WEEK
I can go right, I can go left, I'm amphibious."
- Shawn Kemp when asked why he is
able to dominate his opponents.
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NBA: Money, greed
and a bunch of idiots
Excuse me for being brash, but the NBA is a joke. Since July 1 the players of
the NBA have been locked out of their "jobs" because they refused, and still refuse, to
sign the new collective bargaining agreement.
Some of the collective bargaining issues which led to the lockout include:
Salary Cap: The current "soft" salary cap is $26.9 million per team per year
Teams can exceed this amount, only to re-sign their own free agents. Owners want a
"hard cap" which means that no team could spend money above said cap, even if its
to sign their own free-agents.
Larry Bird Exception: Named after Larry Legend, this is the rule which lets
teams sign their own free agents regardless of salary cap restraints. Owners want to
get rid of this, players want to retain this rule and refuse to even negotiate with owners
if this rule is outlawed.
Drug Policy: Only heroin and cocaine are covered in the current drug agreement. The league would like to add provisions dealing with marijuana and alcohol
abuse. Players do not want to be tested for marijuana and alcohol abuse.
Apparently these players are poor and want to use marijuana and alcohol
whenever they feel like it.
Can anyone believe Patrick Ewing, president of the players association, said,
with a straight face, "We're fighting for our livelihood. We can't survive if we sign
this contract." It should be noted that last season Ewing made about $100,000 per
basket.
Or how about Boston Celtics guard Kenny Anderson telling the New York
Times he may have to sell one of his eight cars. Should anyone really feel sorry for
Anderson?
These players make me want to go out and vandalize some beach-resident
houses. Many NBA (which really stands for Nothin' But Attitude) players grew up
poor, yet how quickly they have forgotten their roots. They make it sound as if food
stamps will be their only option if they don't start their season soon.
Why dp I not feel sorry for these guys? Let me give you a sample of a few
NBA player's off season activity's which have occurred in the recent months.
Los Angeles Laker, movie star and rapper (by the way, has anyone told this
guy he is a terrible actor and has no more rapping skills than wrapping paper?) Shaquille
O'Neal, excuse me, Shaq-Daddy or even Shaq-Fu, has been accused of grabbing a
Disney World employee by the neck. A battery complaint was filed and according to
the complaint, Shaq-Daddy held her by the arm and wouldnl let her go until she
threatened to file charges.
Greg "Cadillac" Anderson, most recently with the Atlanta Hawks, pleaded
guilty to a federal drug trafficking charge. Anderson was charged with one count of
possession of cocaine with intent to distribute. Apparently Anderson needed the money
after only earning $242,000 last season.
Charles Barkley is being sued for $3 million by a lady who is accusing him
of throwing her against a restaurant wall after she complained he was smoking in a
non-smoking area.
Latrell "The Choker" Spreewell was sentenced to three months of home detention after pleading no contest to a reckless driving chage.
Charles Oakley was cited for a misdemeanor after a woman claimed he
punched her in the face because he refused to have sex with him and his girlfriend.
Do I even need to mention Allen Iverson or Chris Webber?
I could go on, but I think you get the picture.
Why should I feel sorry for these guys?
They get to play the game they love for ridiculous amounts of money yet
they are screwing it up because they want more.
Don't these players realize if it weren't for the owners, they wouldn't have a
job to begin with?
Remember how baseball fans reacted to the strike of 1994? Baseball had
been building a fan base since before this century Basketball is young by comparison
and has much less of a fan base. Apparently basketball didn't learn a lesson from the
boys of summer.
The NBA lockout is joke and the joke is going to be on the players when
their fan base is cut in half by the time they play again.
If that never even happens, it's perfectly okay with me.

Soccer to play Maryland
Continued from pg. 16
against Clemson, U.S.C., Duke, James
Madison, Connecticut, William & Mary, and
North Carolina, the Terps have faced the
most difficult challenges imaginable. Maryland was ranked nationally for some time,
until major season-ending injuries began to
pile up, and key matches were dropped.
"We sort of limped through the second half
of the season," recalled Kirkup, "so the tournament is really like a second chance for
us."
Though the Stags may not play as
difficult a schedule as Maryland, Kirkup
knows that Fairfield will be a formidable
opponent. "Any team that wins 18 games
in a season is a very good club," said Kirkup
of Fairfield. "We know that Fairfield will
be fired up to continue in this tournament.
There are no easy games at this time of the
season . . . and we know that Fairfield has

some players that we have to watch."
The winner of this match has little
chance to revel in its victory, as #7 William
and Mary waits in the wings. Regardless of
the future, Fairfield will take one game at a
time. After all, the Stags have reached the
NCAA tournament for the second time in
as many years, the program reaching new
heights with every game. Fairfield will have
the chance to prove that it can play against
the best that the country has to offer, and to
prove that its developing status as a viable
national competitor is well-deserved.

Note: Maryland vs. Fairfield took place at
4:30pm on Wednesday, after The Mirror
had already gone to print.
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Stags repeat as MAAC champs
Freshman Pam Cluff's goal on a 25-yard free kick in the 2nd OT sends Fairfield to the NCAAs
By Paul Pennelli
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

History has a way of repeating it
self. In its 1998 season, Fairfield
Women's Soccer has gone undefeated
in the MAAC regular season, won the
MAAC tournament, and gained a berth
in NCAA tournament. The real achievement, however, surfaces when it is realized that all of these feats were accomplished in 1997, as well.
The 1998 squad has had a
rougher road than its predecessor.
Fairfield has faced tougher competition,
a more expansive away schedule, and
has faced the pressures of being the best
in its conference, and still rose to the
challenge, beating Manhattan 7-0 and
Loyola 1-0 in double overtime to take
the MAAC title.
Everything was working for the
Stags in their first match of the tournament. Manhattan was as light of a challenge in the tournament as it was during
the regular season, which was a meeting
that also resulted in a 7-0 victory for
Fairfield. Colleen O'Connor netted three
goals for Fairfield, and got scoring help
from Meredith McGowan, Megan
Harvey, and Abby Allan. The Stags
dominated almost every facet of play and
the match proved to be merely a tune-up
for the championship on Sunday.
It was fitting that the Stags
faced Loyola in the MAAC championship game. Loyola is Fairfield's greatest
rival in soccer, and both teams are charged
with competitive spirit when it is time to
meet. In the first half, Loyola tried to get
itself off to an early lead, but its attempts
were unsuccessful.
"They [Loyola] threw everything
at us in the first half," remarked head coach
Maria Piechocki. "I think they started to
wear themselves out." The Greyhounds

were not able to strike through the tough
Fairfield defense, which had an amazing
tournament. All scoring attempts were cast
aside by goalie Anne Lyons and the Red and
White back line.
On the other side of the coin, the
Stags were having difficulty creating their

to create opportunities in the first."
Depth and patience were what
would start to give Fairfield this advantage,
just as it had given it an advantage in its regular season meeting with Loyola. The Stags
began to use more of its players in different
roles, and even gave some rest to some of

Photo: Sports Info
Senior Colleen O'Connor scored 3 goals in Fairfield Ts 7-0 semi-final win over Manhattan.

own opportunities. Though Fairfield controlled the ball for the majority of the game,
scoring chances by its forwards were unsuccessful.
The game moved on, the even first
half giving way to a more lopsided second:
Fairfield was beginning to take control.
"We tried to increase our offensive organization in the second half," said Piechocki.
"We kind of killed ourselves when we tried

the team's standout players.
As a result of this, all signs pointed
to a Fairfield victory when the whistle blew
at the end of second half, both teams locked
in without a goal. The Greyhounds dragged
themselves back to their bench in preparation for more soccer, while the Stags' fresh
players showed little need for the respite.
The first overtime featured some exciting
scoring opportunities, mostly at the hands

of Fairfield. The Greyhounds spent much
of their time trying to catch up.
In the second overtime, freshman
Pam Cluff was taken down violently, just
outside of the penalty box, giving Fairfield
a direct kick opportunity. "When Pam got
fouled," said Piechocki, "there really wasn't
much question as to who was going to
take the direct kick." Cluff returned to
her feet, and her ensuing direct kick
would be the game winning goal.
Post-season hardware founds its
way into the hands of many Fairfield
stars after the tournament. For her tournament winning goal and solid play
throughout the weekend, Cluff was
named the MAAC Tournament MVP.
Lyons, who continued her domination
of MAAC opponents with a paltry 0.67
goals against average was award MAAC
Goalkeeper of the Year award. For the
second consecutive season, standout
Abby Allan was named the MAAC^
Player of the Year, an honor earned as
the result of another recorded setting
year for the Fairfield forward.
For its efforts in its 18-1 season and
MAAC tournament victory, the Stags
drew the University of Maryland (1010-1, 3-4-0 ACC) in the first round of
the NCAA tournament. Maryland
gained an at-large bid to the tournament,
as it did not win its conference tournament. Beating the Terps will not be an
easy task, as Maryland is no stranger to
high levels of competition. As a member of Atlantic Coast Conference, Maryland is expected to play some of the
highest caliber soccer in the nation. On
top of this, its out-of-conference games are
difficult, creating what is ranked as the most
difficult schedule in the Division I.
"Our strength of schedule is one
of the reasons that we got into the tournament," says Maryland Head Coach Alan
Kirkup. "I think it proves that we don't shy
away from anybody." Indeed, with matches
continued on pg. 15

Volleyball 30-1; heads to MAACs
By Bradley Tarr
STAFF WRITER

By knocking off five formidable
opponents, the volleyball team raised its
overall record to a startling 30-1. In addition, Fairfield seems poised to do more serious damage over the final few weeks of
this season.
"30-win seasons are few and far
between," head coach Todd Kress stated.
"This is by far one of the most exciting seasons I have ever been a part of, either as a
coach or player. But the bottom line is that
it's great for the girls. They have worked
hard since day one and they deserve this
milestone."
In a home match versus a weak
Iona College squad on November 4th, the
Stags reminded everyone just how powerful they can actually be, knocking off the
Gaels in a quick three sets, 15-5, 15-2 and
15-10. The victory moved the Stags'record
to 26-1.

Although the Stags accumulated son; one need not look further than
39 kills, not one player was able to crack Fairfield's record to see this. Therefore,
the double-digit plateau. Sophomores when the Stags traveled to Cambridge to
Corrine Carlson and Liz Cassinelli came the take on the Harvard Crimson last Friday,
closest, as each finished with nine to their Fairfield was undaunted..
Offensively, freshman standout
credit. Junior tri-captain Liz Bower's 30
assists, combined with Meghan Mahaffy's Joanne Saunders, a native of California, led
the Stags with 10 kills. Bower finished with
serve explosion
28 assists and
(five aces), helped
sophomore Sara
pace Fairfield's
Lein added three
offense.
serving
aces.
"This is by far One of the
Carlson
When
all
was
said
simply was not
most exciting seasons I have
and
done,
Harvard
content with an
ever been a part of."
proved to be little
impressive offenmore competition
sive performance,
— Coach Kress
thanIona two days
and decided to
earlier. The Stags
one-up her kill totook this match in
tal, garnering 10
straight sets, 15-4,
digs in the con15-3 and 15-10.
test. The only
Following victories over Marist
other Stag to finish in double-digits in this
category was junior tri-captain Jen and Holy Cross on Saturday, which moved
the Stags up to 29-1, Fairfield was back at it
McLaughlin, who also chipped in 10.
There hasn't been a team, or a con- on Sunday in search of its thirtieth victory.
ference for that matter, that has instilled Their unfortunate opponent happened to be
much fright in the Stags throughout the sea- another Ivy power in the form of Brown.

Fairfield banged out a whopping
47 kills for the match, and were led by freshman Liz Lemon, who totaled 11. In fact,
with the exception of Mahaffy, every healthy
Stag finished with at least one to their credit.
Even assists were somewhat
spread out. Primary setter Liz Bower accumulated her usual high total to lead the
Stags, with 29. Six other Stags managed to
garner at least one assist.
Fairfield, as it turned out, had no
problem as they handled Brown in straight
sets for their 30th victory of this magical
season. However, it isn't over yet. Last
night, after this paper went to press, the
Stags were to face another non-conference
opponent, Fordham, in search of number 31
en route to the upcoming MAAC tournament.
Kress maintains that the team is
taking things one day at a time and that the
key to success is remaining focused on the
task at hand. Therefore, following a likely
victory over Fordham, the Stags will start
getting prepared, mentally and physically,
for the MAAC tournament. Who knows
where they go from there.

